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treatments for rare disease patients.
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OUR MISSION is to provide access to best-in-class treatments for rare disease
patients. This mission underpins our focus on the discovery, development and
LQTGFQHTRRJWHNFQN_FYNTSTKHQNSNHFQQ^INKKJWJSYNFYJIRJINHNSJXYMFYUWT[NIJGJSJܪYX
YTUFYNJSYX\NYMWFWJINXTWIJWX4ZW(TIJTK'ZXNSJXX(TSIZHYFSI*YMNHXWJܫJHYX
our commitment to patients.

PTC Expectations
9MJ59(*]UJHYFYNTSXLZNIJѦMT\ѧ\JFUUWTFHMTZW\TWPFSINSYJWFHY\NYMTYMJWX YMJ^NSܫZJSHJѦMT\ѧ\JFHHTRUQNXMTZW
goals and drive the behaviors that are important to our culture.

WORK AS ONE PTC
We are a dynamic, global network of empowered,
high performing teams that achieve extraordinary results.
We partner openly to bring out the best in
ourselves and maximize talent.

PASSIONATE ABOUT PURPOSE
We are more than a company; we work
for a cause. We make decisions based
on patients’ needs.

CHAMPION INCLUSION,
TRUST & RESPECT
We leverage the strength of our
diversity. We require a fair and
ethical environment where
JRUQT^JJXHFSܫTZWNXM

EVER BETTER
We are always raising the bar.
We act with a focus on quality
and a sense of urgency.

BE KIND
We go beyond just being nice.
We are friendly, considerate and
helpful. We care about each other.

BE BOLD
We challenge. We adapt.

THINK LIKE AN ENTREPRENEUR
<JFWJJSJWLN_JIG^XTQ[NSLINKܪHZQY
problems, bringing innovation and creativity
to our work. We are tenacious and tireless
in our quest for breakthrough solutions.

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Our Culture
Our culture is to make every day count; to care for each other, our
community, and for needs of our patients; to be critical, not cynical,
of what we do, but not of each other; we strive every day to be better
than we were the day before.
We want to be part of an important cause and strive to achieve
great accomplishments.
We are more fearful of not daring to do great things than of failing.

Our PATIENTS: At PTC we care for our patients’ safety and
well-being. Patients should always be our key focus.
Our EMPLOYEES: We treat our employees fairly and respectfully.
Our BUSINESS PARTNERS: We aspire to be a trusted healthcare
partner in the rare disease area.
Our SHAREHOLDERS: We commit to our shareholders to strive
for performance and always with integrity.
Our COMMUNITIES: We are doing our best to be good citizens.
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A LETTER FROM OUR CEO
Over the past two decades, we have built our business on the basis
of integrity, trust and high standards. Our Code of Business Conduct
and Ethics has been developed to assist you and the Company in
KZQܪQQNSLTZWHTRRNYRJSYYTUFYNJSYX\MNQJFHYNSL\NYMNSYJLWNY^.Y
serves as the basic guide to our program of compliance with the laws
under which we operate. Additionally, the Code contains principles
and standards to guide our business behavior throughout the world.

With your support, we know that the Company’s reputation for
integrity and fair dealing will continue to be a source of pride for all

“No matter how
we change and grow,
the core of who we
are, embodied in our
values and standards,
will remain constant.”

of us. I ask that you thoroughly review our Code of Business Conduct
FSI*YMNHXFSIWJܫJHYTSMT\JFHMTKZXHFSKZWYMJWUWTRTYJJYMNHX
and integrity in every way in which we serve patients.

Stuart W. Peltz, Ph.D.
+TZSIJWFSI(MNJK*]JHZYN[J4KܪHJW59(9MJWFUJZYNHX.SH
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Overview
Our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics provides guidance to help
us make the right ethical decisions while doing business on behalf
of the Company. The Code is a tool to help us apply our core ethical
values to situations that we may face. It serves as our baseline
standard and as a quick guide to our policies.
Who Must Follow the Code

Dissemination and Amendment
of this Code

The standards outlined in this Code apply
YTFQQTKܪHJWXINWJHYTWXFSIJRUQT^JJXTK
59(FSIFQQTKNYXXZGXNINFWNJXFSIFKܪQNFYJX
worldwide. PTC expects its contractors,
consultants and any other parties acting on
behalf of the Company to comply with all
applicable laws and regulations, as well as
with the compliance principles set forth in
this Code. Failure to follow this Code may
be subject to disciplinary action.

*FHMSJ\JRUQT^JJTKܪHJWFSIINWJHYTW
of the Company will receive this Code
upon commencement of employment or
other relationship with the Company. The
Code will be distributed annually thereafter
via the Company’s learning management
system. All recipients must certify that they
have read and understand this Code and
will comply with its terms.

Any exception to this Code must be
approved in advance by the Executive
Vice President and Chief Legal
4KܪHJWTWYMJ;NHJ5WJXNIJSY
(MNJK(TRUQNFSHJ4KܪHJW

“The standards
outlined in this
Code, and the
spirit of the Code,
should govern
our conduct at
all times.”
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The Company reserves the right to amend,
alter or terminate this Code at any time for
any reason. The most current version of the
Code can be located on PTC’s intranet site
or by requesting a copy from the
Compliance department.
This document is not an employment
contract between the Company and any
TKNYXJRUQT^JJXTKܪHJWXTWINWJHYTWX

PTC’s Global Compliance Program
PTC’s Global Compliance Program is a well-designed, effectively implemented program
that includes written policies and procedures made available to all employees, a
IJXNLSFYJI(TRUQNFSHJ4KܪHJWFSI(TRUQNFSHJ(TRRNYYJJYTT[JWXJJYMJUWTLWFR
routine training and education, as well as multiple channels to ask questions and
raise concerns. PTC also routinely conducts internal monitoring and auditing of its
business to help prevent and detect non-compliance with laws, regulations, or policy.
To learn more about our Global Compliance Program click here.
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A Shared Responsibility
Each and every employee of the Company is responsible for doing
the right thing to support our culture and conduct business with
integrity. This Code is one of the ways we communicate the clear
expectations we set for our employees.

All PTC employees are expected to:
• Understand and comply with this Code,
PTC policies, applicable laws, and
regulations wherever we do business
• Conduct themselves in an honest and
ethical business manner
• Ask questions if unsure about what to
do in a particular situation
• Promptly report any potential violations
of this Code, PTC policies, applicable
laws, and regulations
• Fully and honestly cooperate with any
Company inquiry or investigation of
alleged misconduct
• Refrain from engaging in any conduct
that may be perceived as retaliation
against anyone for raising questions
or concerns in good faith regarding
compliance with policy or
legal requirements

Additional responsibilities of
2FSFLJWX4KܪHJWXFSI)NWJHYTWX
2FSFLJWXTKܪHJWXFSIINWJHYTWXFWJ
responsible for enforcing this Code.
In addition, you are expected to:
• Serve as a positive role model for
employees by acting with integrity
every day
• Create an environment where employees
feel comfortable approaching any
member of the senior management

team, Human Resources, and the Chief
(TRUQNFSHJ4KܪHJWNKYMJ^MF[JVZJXYNTSX
regarding the application of this Code in
any situation
• Encourage employees to ask questions
and raise concerns without fear
of retaliation
• Demonstrate commitment to maintaining
PTC’s high ethical standards and the
importance of complying with this Code
• Promptly report any potential violations
of the law, the Code or other PTC policies

Protection of Personal Information
At PTC, we respect the privacy of the
personal information that is entrusted to
us by healthcare professionals, patients,
employees, and others. Each of us has
a role to play in protecting, securing,
and appropriately processing personal
information (e.g., collecting, using,
accessing, viewing, storing, transferring).
“Personal information” is any information
that can directly or indirectly identify
an individual.
Unlawful or unauthorized use or disclosure
of Personal Information could adversely
affect the individual whose information is
compromised, as well as potentially expose
59(YTQJLFQFSIWJLZQFYTW^WNXPXܪSFSHNFQ
damage, and reputational harm. If you
become aware of a potential personal data
breach, report it immediately by sending
email to dataprivacy@ptcbio.com.

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Making the Right Decisions
Each PTC employee is expected to read this Code and follow the guidance accordingly.
Although it is impossible for this Code to describe every situation that may arise, the
standards outlined in this Code, and the spirit of the Code, should govern your conduct at
FQQYNRJX.K^TZMF[JFS^VZJXYNTSXTWSJJIHQFWNܪHFYNTSNYNXFQ\F^XNRUTWYFSYYTYFQP
YT^TZWRFSFLJW-ZRFS7JXTZWHJXTW(TRUQNFSHJ4KܪHJWYTJSXZWJYMFY^TZPST\
what is expected of you.

.K^TZITSѣYPST\\MFYYTITNSFUFWYNHZQFWXNYZFYNTS
FXP^TZWXJQKYMJKTQQT\NSLPJ^VZJXYNTSX

.XR^HTSIZHY
HTRUQNFSY\NYMYMJ
(TIJ59(UTQNHNJX
FUUQNHFGQJQF\XFSI
WJLZQFYNTSX$

.XYMJFHYNTS
FQNLSJI\NYM59(ѣX
*]UJHYFYNTSX$

<NQQR^GJMF[NTW
FQQT\59(YTRFNSYFNS
8YFPJMTQIJWXѣYWZXY$

Yes
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No

<TZQI.KJJQ
HTRKTWYFGQJMF[NSL
R^HTSIZHYWJUTWYJI
NSYMJRJINF$

Not
sure

Yes

No

.YQTTPXQNPJFLTTIIJHNXNTS
GZYNK^TZMF[JFS^ITZGYX
YFQPYT^TZWRFSFLJW

.KYMJFSX\JWYTFS^TK
YMJXJVZJXYNTSXNXST
ITSѣYITNY
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<TZQIR^KWNJSIX
FSIHTQQJFLZJX
YMNSP.MF[J
FHYJIJYMNHFQQ^$

Not sure
8JJPMJQU
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Seeking Help and Reporting
Compliance Concerns
PTC is an organization with strong values.
The Code contains general guidelines
for conducting business with high
ethical standards.

Option 1: Speak to your manager

We are committed to an environment
where open, honest communications are
the expectation, not the exception. It is
everyone’s responsibility to do the right
thing, to support our culture, and to conduct
business with integrity. We want you to feel
comfortable in approaching your supervisor
or management in instances where you
believe violations of policies or standards
have occurred, without fear of retaliation.

Option 3: Report online or via PTC’s
HTSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ

Option 2: Raise a concern with
Compliance, Legal, or Human Resources

Q. What types of
matters should
be reported?

In situations where you prefer to place an
FSTS^RTZXWJUTWYNSHTSܪIJSHJ^TZFWJ
JSHTZWFLJIYTZXJYMJ(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ
The Hotline is hosted by a third-party
provider, EthicsPoint. It is available 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
The information you provide will be sent
YTZXG^*YMNHX5TNSYTSFHTSܪIJSYNFQFSI
anonymous basis if you should choose.
You have our guarantee that your
comments will be heard.

Reporting Options
There are many resources available if
you have a question or concern about
the topics discussed in the Code,
compliance issues or need to report
a suspected violation.

.SYMJ:8^TZRF^ܪQJFWJUTWY[NFYMJ
Hotline telephone 844-255-1963.
>TZRF^FQXTܪQJFWJUTWYTSQNSJ[NF
www.ptcbio.ethicspoint.com. If you
are dialing internationally, you can locate
the local telephone number online
www.ptcbio.ethicspoint.com. To display
the Hotline telephone number, select the
country where you are located.

&>TZFWJJSHTZWFLJI
YTWJUTWYUTYJSYNFQ
[NTQFYNTSXTKTZW(TIJ
59(ѣXUTQNHNJXTW
FUUQNHFGQJQF\XFSI
WJLZQFYNTSX9MNXRF^
NSHQZIJVZJXYNTSFGQJ
ܪSFSHNFQWJUTWYNSL
NSXNIJWYWFINSLIFYF
UWN[FH^GWJFHMJX
INXHQTXZWJXTK
HTSܪIJSYNFQ
NSKTWRFYNTS
JS[NWTSRJSYMJFQYM
FSIXFKJY^TWFS^
TYMJWRFYYJW^TZ
\TZQIQNPJYTWFNXJ

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Investigation Process
All reports of alleged, suspected, or
potential violations will be reviewed
and if an investigation is warranted, the
Compliance Investigation Committee
(“CIC”) will convene to discuss next steps
and assign an investigator(s). The CIC will
collect and analyze relevant facts so that
the company can make a prompt and
thorough response.
Failure to fully cooperate with any inquiry or
investigation by the Company regarding an
alleged violation of this Code, the law or

Disciplinary Action
Failure to comply with the standards outlined in this Code will result in disciplinary
action, up to and including termination
of employment. Certain violations of this
Code may require the Company to refer the
matter to the appropriate governmental or
regulatory authorities for investigation or
prosecution. Moreover, any supervisor
who directs or approves of any conduct
in violation of this Code, or who has
knowledge of such conduct and does
not immediately report it, will be subject
to disciplinary action

12
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other PTC policies may result in disciplinary
action, up to and including termination
of employment.
Any employee involved in managing and/
or conducting the investigation must keep
information related to the investigation in
XYWNHYHTSܪIJSHJYTYMJJ]YJSYUTXXNGQJ
When an outcome has been reached,
the investigator will inform the reporter
accordingly, and may or may not provide
details of the outcome or disciplinary
FHYNTSYFPJSIZJYTHTSܪIJSYNFQNY^FSI
privacy concerns.
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Protection Against Retaliation
We will not tolerate retaliation against
anyone who reports an alleged violation
of the Code, PTC policies, applicable laws
or regulations in good faith, or anyone
who cooperates in any investigation or
inquiry regarding such conduct.
Employees are expected, as part of the
ethical standards required by this Code, to
act responsibly and with integrity. Making
a complaint or reporting in bad faith is a

violation of this Code. Any employee who
makes a complaint or report in bad faith
will be subject to disciplinary action, up to
and including termination of employment.
If you believe that you or another employee
has been retaliated against in violation of
this Code, report it immediately to your
manager, Human Resources, Legal,
(TRUQNFSHJTWYMJ(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ

“When you
report a concern,
the matter will be
taken seriously,
and all information
provided will
be treated
HTSܪIJSYNFQQ^Ѧ
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Our Commitment to Patients
5FYNJSY'JSJܪY
We expect our employees to focus on better
patient outcomes and to strive to address
patients’ needs while complying with the
applicable laws governing the relevant
activities. We treat patients with respect.
We work to understand and meet their
needs. We tell the truth about our
products and capabilities.
PTC gives precedence on enabling patient
impact and providing innovative solutions
to help improve their lives. Compromising
UFYNJSYGJSJܪYFSIXFKJY^NX
never acceptable.

Patient Advocacy and Communities
Patients are at the center of everything we
do at PTC. It’s just that simple. We work to
treat rare and life-threatening diseases and
bring moments to patients and caregivers.
PTC is committed to working with and
supporting patient advocacy groups, which
are incredibly important assets to rare
disease patients and their families.
We recognize the importance of fully
understanding the needs of the patient
communities we serve. In our interactions
with patient groups, we strive to build
relationships based on mutual respect
and transparency.
Ensuring independence of the patient voice,
being transparent in our interactions, and
\TWPNSLHTTUJWFYN[JQ^KTWYMJGJSJܪYTK
patients are at the core of these standards.

“Patients are at the
center of everything
we do at PTC. “

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Research and Development

Product Quality and Safety

We are proud of our work to advance
human health care through our discovery
sciences, pre-clinical research and clinical
development we conduct. Our Research
Integrity Policy documents our established
processes for addressing allegations
WJQFYJIYTXHNJSYNܪHRNXHTSIZHYNSHQZINSL
inappropriate dissemination of personally
identifying human subject data.

PTC products are developed and
RFSZKFHYZWJIYTGJܪYKTWUZWUTXJXFKJ
FSIKWJJTKIJܪHNJSHNJXFSIHTSYFRNSFYNTS
Quality Management Systems, formal
processes, and procedures are established
and aligned with regulatory requirements
to drive preventive and continuous
improvement, control, and consistency
throughout the product lifecycle.

Preserving the rights, safety, and well-being
of patients participating in our clinical trials
is our priority. We protect patient safety
through appropriate informed consent
procedures and good clinical practices. We
are careful not to expose participants to
unnecessary risks. In addition, we take the
necessary precautions to ensure participants
understand the nature and purpose of the
trials via informed consent procedures.

Every PTC employee is responsible for
ensuring commitment to quality and
continuous improvement through:

It is our duty to take the necessary steps
YTUWTYJHYYMJUWN[FH^FSIHTSܪIJSYNFQNY^TK
subjects participating in our trials, anywhere
they are being conducted.
PTC complies with all applicable laws,
regulations, and industry guidance. We are
committed to respecting Good Clinical
Practices in all our development activities.

“We are proud of
our work to advance
human health care
through the clinical
research we conduct.”

• Conducting business in an ethical
manner in compliance with quality
regulations and standards
• Managing documents and data in a
manner to ensure data integrity
• Following procedures and ensuring
they are trained to complete all duties
• Escalating product quality or patient
safety concerns
Ѭ )J[JQTUNSLXTQZYNTSXYMFYFWJJKܪHNJSY
and effective to ensure best practices
• Ensuring procedures and processes are
implemented and followed

We present results in a transparent and
timely manner in compliance with all
local regulations.
.

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Our Commitment to Employees
(TSܫNHYXTK.SYJWJXY

Insider Trading

&HTSܫNHYTKNSYJWJXYTHHZWX\MJS^TZFX
FSTKܪHJWINWJHYTWTWJRUQT^JJMF[JF
competing interest that may interfere with
your ability to make an objective decision;
when your personal interest interferes, or
appears to interfere, with the interests of
the Company; or when you are prevented
from performing your Company duties
and responsibilities honestly, objectively,
and effectively.

The Company has adopted an Insider
Trading Policy which prohibits employees,
TKܪHJWXFSIINWJHYTWX\MTMF[JRFYJWNFQ
non-public information about the Company
or other companies, including our suppliers
and customers, as a result of their relationship
with the Company, from trading in securities
of the Company or other such companies,
as well as from communicating such
information to others who might trade
on the basis of that information. The
Insider Trading Policy is available on
the Company’s intranet site.

It is your responsibility to disclose any
transaction or relationship that reasonably
HTZQIGJJ]UJHYJIYTLN[JWNXJYTFHTSܫNHY
TKNSYJWJXYYTYMJ(MNJK1JLFQ4KܪHJWFSI
NK^TZFWJFSJ]JHZYN[JTKܪHJWTWINWJHYTW
to the Board of Directors.
8NSHJHTSܫNHYXTKNSYJWJXYFWJSTYFQ\F^X
clear-cut, you should fully disclose any
FHYZFQTWUTYJSYNFQHTSܫNHYXTKNSYJWJXYYT
your manager, Human Resources, Legal
TW(TRUQNFSHJ2FS^YNRJXFHTSܫNHY
can be avoided or resolved through an
open discussion.

If you have any questions regarding the
Insider Trading Policy or your ability to trade
Company securities, you should consult
\NYMYMJ(MNJK1JLFQ4KܪHJWTWFXJHZWNYNJX
attorney within the Legal department
before making any purchase or sale.

2FYJWNFQ.SKTWRFYNTSRF^NSHQZIJ
GZYNXSTYQNRNYJIYT

-JWJFWJXTRJ\F^X
FSIXNYZFYNTSX\MJWJ
FHTSܫNHYTKNSYJWJXY
RF^FWNXJ
Ѭ <TWPNSLKTWF59(
HTRUJYNYTWXZUUQNJW
TWGZXNSJXXUFWYSJW
Ѭ -F[NSLFST\SJWXMNU
NSYJWJXYNSFGZXNSJXX
YMFYXJQQXLTTIXTW
XJW[NHJXYT59(
Ѭ 4KKJWNSLTWFHHJUYNSL
FLNKYUF^RJSY
TWKF[TWKWTRF
GZXNSJXXUFWYSJW
Ѭ (TSIZHYNSLGZXNSJXX
TSGJMFQKTK59(
\NYMFHTRUFS^
YMFYFKFRNQ^
RJRGJWT\SX

Ѭ 'ZXNSJXXXYWFYJLNJX
Ѭ +NSFSHNFQJFWSNSLX
Ѭ 8NLSNܪHFSYHQNSNHFQTWWJLZQFYTW^
IJ[JQTURJSYX
Ѭ 3J\UWTIZHYTKKJWNSLX
Ѭ 5TYJSYNFQRJWLJWXTWFHVZNXNYNTSX

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Employment Principles

-FWFXXRJSYNS[TQ[JX
FS^ZS\JQHTRJTW
TYMJW\NXJ
NSFUUWTUWNFYJ
HTSIZHY\MJYMJW
[JWGFQUM^XNHFQTW
[NXZFQYMFYHWJFYJXFS
NSYNRNIFYNSLTKKJSXN[J
FGZXN[JTWMTXYNQJ\TWP
JS[NWTSRJSY.K^TZ
J]UJWNJSHJTW
\NYSJXXFS^KTWR
TKINXHWNRNSFYNTSTW
MFWFXXRJSYWJUTWYNY
NRRJINFYJQ^YT^TZW
RFSFLJW-ZRFS
7JXTZWHJX1JLFQ
(TRUQNFSHJTWYMJ
(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ
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Discrimination and Harassment

Human Rights, Labor, and Compensation

At PTC, we treat our employees fairly and
respectfully. We will not tolerate unlawful
discrimination and harassment. We provide
an atmosphere where everyone can be their
best at work, where the sum of our diversity
is viewed as an advantage, and where any
employee can feel comfortable raising
concerns without fear of retaliation. It is not
only our responsibility to conduct ourselves
in an ethical business manner, but to ensure
that others do the same.

PTC supports human rights. We do not
tolerate human rights abuse, including but
STYQNRNYJIYTHMNQIQFGTWMZRFSYWFKܪHPNSL
involuntary or forced labor, or unfair wages
FSIGJSJܪYX

We maintain a work environment that is free
from unlawful discrimination or harassment.
To that end, PTC prohibits any form of
employee harassment or discrimination
based on factors such as race, gender,
color, national origin, religion, age, sexual
orientation, disability, gender identity, familial
status, military or veteran status, genetic
information, citizenship status, or any other
characteristics protected by laws of the
relevant country.
At PTC we believe everyone involved in our
business, including contractors, vendors,
and suppliers, are responsible for ensuring
a workplace free of discrimination. We
encourage any good faith matter to be
reported via multiple reporting paths,
including via managers, Human Resources,
(TRUQNFSHJ1JLFQFSI59(ѣX(TSܪIJSYNFQ
Hotline. We not only stand against
discrimination, but we also stand against
retaliation for reporting a good faith matter
or being involved in an investigation.

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics

PTC is committed to providing all workers
with fair and competitive wages in exchange
for high performance conducted following
the PTC Expectations with high integrity.
We comply with employment laws of the
countries in which we do business and
expect our suppliers and business partners
to do the same. If you have any reason to
believe anyone we work with is violating
these standards, please report it to your
manager, Human Resources, Legal,
(TRUQNFSHJTWYMJ(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ
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Substance Abuse-Free Workplace

(TSܪIJSYNFQNY^

We maintain a work environment that
empowers everyone to do their best at
work. A safe workplace inspires trust and
allows us all to contribute and succeed.

*RUQT^JJXTKܪHJWXFSIINWJHYTWXRZXY
RFNSYFNSYMJHTSܪIJSYNFQNY^TKXJSXNYN[J
GZXNSJXXXHNJSYNܪHYJHMSNHFQJRUQT^JJ
or other information entrusted to them
by the Company, its customers, suppliers,
business partners, or collaborators,
except when disclosure is authorized
or legally mandated.

Help ensure our workplace is free from
YMJNSܫZJSHJTKFS^XZGXYFSHJYMFYHTZQI
impair one’s ability to work safely and
professionally. Being impaired on the job
has negative consequences on our
reputation and productivity, and could
put employees, patients, and the
Company at risk.
Promptly report any suspicions that a
colleague or business partner may have
NQQJLFQIWZLXTWGJZSIJWYMJNSܫZJSHJTK
drugs or alcohol at work, or at worksponsored events to your manager,
Human Resources, Legal, or Compliance.
You may also report your concerns via
59(ѣX(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ
If you or a family member struggle with
substance abuse, ask for help. Contact
Human Resources for more information
regarding support options that are
available via PTC’s Employee Assistance
Program (EAP).

Each Company employee signs an
FUUWTUWNFYJHTSܪIJSYNFQNY^FLWJJRJSY
as determined by the Company based
TSYMJHQFXXNܪHFYNTSFSIFHHJXXYT
information they receive, and also
RF^MF[JFܪIZHNFW^TGQNLFYNTSYT
UWJXJW[J(TRUFS^HTSܪIJSYNFQNY^
Additionally, employees should take
appropriate precautions to ensure
YMFYHTSܪIJSYNFQTWXJSXNYN[JGZXNSJXX
information, whether it is proprietary to
the Company or another company, is
not communicated within the Company
except to employees who have a need
to know such information to perform
their responsibilities for the Company.

Our Commitment to

Communities

Q. My co-worker
makes ethnically
insensitive jokes
that make me feel
uncomfortable.
What should I do?
&>TZXMTZQIQJYYMJ
HT\TWPJWPST\YMFYMJ
XMJNXRFPNSL^TZKJJQ
ZSHTRKTWYFGQJFY\TWP
FSIFXPMNRMJWYTXYTU
7JLFWIQJXXTK\MJYMJW
^TZXUJFPYTMNRMJWTW
STY^TZXMTZQIWJUTWY
YMNXHTSIZHYYT
^TZWRFSFLJWTWYMJ
-ZRFS7JXTZWHJX
IJUFWYRJSYYTYFPJ
FUUWTUWNFYJFHYNTS
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Our Commitment to Shareholders
Protection and Proper use
of Company Assets

Competition and Anti-Trust

Proper protection and use of Company
assets and assets entrusted to it by
others, including proprietary information,
is a fundamental responsibility of each
Company employee. Company assets
include funds, facilities, equipment,
information systems, intellectual property,
FSIHTSܪIJSYNFQNSKTWRFYNTS

PTC is committed to complying with
antitrust and competition laws wherever
we do business.

Theft, carelessness, and waste have a
INWJHYNRUFHYTSYMJ(TRUFS^ѣXܪSFSHNFQ
performance. To protect our physical and
NSYJQQJHYZFQUWTUJWY^JRUQT^JJXTKܪHJWX
and directors are expected to:
• Use the Company’s assets and services
solely for legitimate business purposes
of the Company and not for any personal
GJSJܪYTWYMJUJWXTSFQGJSJܪYTK
anyone else
• Not take any opportunities discovered
through their position with Company or
the use of property or information of
the Company
• Ensure that business information
processed is accurate, appropriate,
ethical, and legal
• Safeguard Company assets against
unauthorized use or removal, as well
as against loss by a criminal act or
breach of trust
• Never provide proprietary information to
third parties, including business partners
and vendors, without appropriate
authorization and any required
HTSܪIJSYNFQNY^FLWJJRJSYX
If you become aware of any known or
suspected theft or fraud, report it
immediately to your manager, Human
Resources, Legal, Compliance, or the
(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ

These laws are intended to protect the
competitive process by preventing restraints
on trade and abuses of a dominant market
position resulting in unfair trade practices.
Generally, they prohibit agreements
between competitors that relate to price
or terms and conditions of sale that may
result in hindering competition. Some
examples of unlawful anticompetitive
practices include dividing territories
GJY\JJSHTRUJYNYTWXUWNHJ]ܪNSLFSI
agreeing to certain activities or actions that
are intended to prevent fair competition.
• Only those with appropriate internal
authority are permitted to set price or
agree on discounts or any other terms of
sale for any of our products. All pricing
decisions, discounting policies, and
other terms of sale must comply
with applicable laws, regulations,
and PTC policies
• When attending industry events
where competitors are present, limit
discussions to the industry meeting
agenda items
• Do not engage in discussions or enter
into agreements, either oral or written,
with an existing or potential competitor
about price, discounts, division of
territories, markets or customers,
or any other terms of sale

Q. What does
Intellectual Property
(IP) include?
&.5NSHQZIJXYWFIJ
XJHWJYXFSIINXHT[JWNJX
RJYMTIXPST\MT\
FSIYJHMSNVZJX
NSST[FYNTSXFSI
IJXNLSXX^XYJRX
XTKY\FWJFSI
YJHMSTQTL^UFYJSYX
YWFIJRFWPX
FSIHTU^WNLMYX
Q. What should I do if
a topic such as pricing
and discount practices
comes up during a
discussion while at
an industry event?
&.STWIJWYTF[TNIYMJ
UTYJSYNFQTK[NTQFYNSL
FSYNYWZXYTWHTRUJYNYNTS
QF\XQJF[JYMJ
INXHZXXNTSNRRJINFYJQ^
FSIWJUTWYYMJ
NSHNIJSYYTYMJ1JLFQ
IJUFWYRJSY*[JS
YMJFUUJFWFSHJTK
HTQQZXNTSHTZQIWJXZQY
NSXNLSNܪHFSYUJSFQYNJX
FSIWJUZYFYNTSFQ
IFRFLJKTW^TZ
FSI59(
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Books, Records and Public Reports

Q. What constitutes
a “record”?
&&WJHTWINXFS^
UFUJWTWJQJHYWTSNH
WJHTWINSHQZINSL
JRFNQXYJ]YX
RJRTXFSISTYJX

Concerns Regarding
Accounting or
Auditing Matters?
*RUQT^JJX\NYM
HTSHJWSXWJLFWINSL
FHHTZSYNSLNSYJWSFQ
FHHTZSYNSLHTSYWTQX
TWFZINYNSLRFYYJWX
XMTZQIWJUTWYFQQXZHM
HTSHJWSX[NF59(ѣX
(TSܪIJSYNFQ-TYQNSJ
TWYTYMJ(MNJK1JLFQ
4KܪHJWFSI5WNSHNUFQ
+NSFSHNFQ4KܪHJWTKYMJ
(TRUFS^

Books and Records

Public Reports

Accurate information is essential to the
Company’s ability to meet its legal and
regulatory obligations. All employees are
responsible for maintaining Company
books and records that are transparent
FSIKFNWQ^WJܫJHYFQQYWFSXFHYNTSX\NYM
reasonable detail and adequate supporting
documentation, and in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.

59(ѣXܪSFSHNFQXYFYJRJSYXHTSKTWRYT
generally accepted accounting principles
and internal accounting policies. We
provide, in all material respects, full, fair,
accurate, timely, and non-misleading
disclosure in reports and documents
YMFYFWJܪQJI\NYMTWXZGRNYYJIYTYMJ
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
and in other public communications.

Employees who have questions about
maintaining records should contact the
Legal department for guidance.

Speaking about the Company
Our stakeholders deserve clear, consistent,
and accurate information about our
Company. To achieve a consistent voice
and message when making disclosures
or providing information to the public or
media, only authorized persons may speak
on behalf of the Company. To ensure
professional handling, all media requests
should be directed to the Corporate
Communications department and requests
KWTRܪSFSHNFQFSFQ^XYXXYTHPMTQIJWXFSI
industry analysts should be forwarded
to Investor Relations.
The Company’s policies with respect to
public disclosure of internal matters are
described more fully in the Company’s
Global Communications Policy.
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Social Media

Compliance with Laws, Rules
and Regulations

Social media has become embedded
within our society as a modern form of
HTRRZSNHFYNTS8THNFQRJINFNXIJܪSJI
as any online platform that allows you
to engage in a two-way conversation. A
share, retweet, post, or even a like could
be considered an endorsement of a piece
of content. With that said, be mindful that
while many may view social media activity
as casual or personal business, these
activities can impact PTC.

All PTC employees and agents acting on its
behalf are required to comply with all laws,
rules, and regulations that apply to the
operations of the Company in the United
States and other relevant countries. In the
event local laws and regulatory requirements
differ from this Code or other PTC policies,
the stricter requirements generally apply. In
certain aspects of our business activities,
we have made further commitments to
comply with industry Codes of Conduct.
If you have questions about which laws,
regulations, policies, or other standards
apply to your role or activities, consult
your manager or the Legal or
Compliance departments.

• Always use common sense and exercise
sound judgment when engaging in
social media
• Consider all of your posts and comments
to be permanent, regardless of the
‘Delete’ functionality
• Be mindful about tagging your
colleagues in posts or in photos
without pre-approval
• Remember that the Company reserves
the right to determine whether a particular
social media presence or posting
violates our internal policies and to take
appropriate steps to ensure compliance
with our policies and applicable laws
• Stay current on the rules and policies
that apply to your use of social media
If you are unsure about whether or not
you should post something, consult PTC’s
social media policy or reach out to your
manager or the Corporate Communications
team for further guidance.

“Always use
common sense
and exercise
sound judgment
when engaging in
social media.”

Many of the laws that apply to our business
carry strict penalties for violations. The
(TRUFS^HFSGJXZGOJHYJIYTXNLSNܪHFSY
RTSJYFW^ܪSJXFSITYMJWHWNRNSFQTWHN[NQ
sanctions. Additionally, violations may
result in sanctions against individual
JRUQT^JJXNSHQZINSLXZGXYFSYNFQܪSJX
and prison sentences. Allegations that the
Company has violated the law may result
NSXNLSNܪHFSYIFRFLJXYTYMJ(TRUFS^ѣX
reputation and its relationships with
customers and other stakeholders. We all
share an obligation to help ensure that the
Company and its representatives comply
with all applicable laws.

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Our Commitment to Business Partners
Interactions with
Healthcare Professionals
PTC works with Healthcare Professionals
(HCPs) in various capacities. We engage
healthcare professionals to serve as
speakers, advisors, and consultants. We
only engage HCPs when there is a clear,
legitimate business need. Regardless of
the type of interaction, all interactions are
conducted in a truthful manner, avoiding
IJHJUYN[JUWFHYNHJXFSIUTYJSYNFQHTSܫNHYX
of interest, and in compliance with all
applicable laws and regulations as well
as this Code and PTC’s internal policies
on Interactions with HCPs.

Anti-Bribery / Anti-Corruption
We do not offer or provide bribes or
PNHPGFHPXYT\NSGZXNSJXXYTNSܫZJSHJ
a business or prescribing decision, or to
advance our interests with government
authorities. In particular, our interactions
with healthcare professionals, government
entities, government employees, and
others must be legitimate and never
to obtain an improper advantage or
improperly influence or encourage
a decision by them.

Bribes and kickbacks are criminal acts,
strictly prohibited by law. The U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act, the UK Anti-Bribery
Law, and other relevant anti-corruption
laws prohibit giving anything of value,
INWJHYQ^TWNSINWJHYQ^YTTKܪHNFQXTKKTWJNLS
governments or foreign political candidates
in order to obtain or retain business.
The Company’s policies with respect to
prohibition of corruption and bribes are
described more fully in the Company’s
Anti-Corruption Policy, which is available
on the Company’s intranet site.
In addition, all PTC employees and agents
acting on its behalf as well as select third
parties are required to complete training
on a regular basis. Training topics include
but are not limited to PTC’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, Anti-Corruption
Policy, Global Interactions with Healthcare
5WTKJXXNTSFQX5TQNH^FSI59(ѣXHTSܪIJSYNFQ
hotline for raising questions or concerns.
To learn more about our Global Compliance
Program click here.

“We do
not offer or
provide bribes or
kickbacks to win
business, to
NSܫZJSHJF
business or
prescribing
decision.”

Bribery can be active or passive.
PTC prohibits any employee or agent from engaging in either form.
Active Bribery is the act of bribing another individual by improperly providing gifts
or entertainment to anyone in a position to make decisions about PTC’s products
YMFYFWJNSYJSIJIYTTWFUUJFWYTGJNSYJSIJIYTNSܫZJSHJYMJFHYNTSXTKYMFY
individual, even if it is local practice or custom to do so (e.g., providing a payment
KTWFSNRUWTUJWUZWUTXJYTFLT[JWSRJSYTKܪHNFQ
Passive Bribery is the act of being bribed. Examples of passive bribery include
accepting gifts or hospitality from a supplier in return for promising that they will
be given an upcoming contract. Additionally, accepting a gift, payment, or other
form of kickback from an agent, distributor, or HCP in exchange for directing
business towards them is prohibited.

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
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Export / Import Trade Controls
PTC Therapeutics complies with the laws
and regulations controlling the import
and export of goods, products, services,
equipment, information and technology
between the United States and
other countries.
We comply with applicable trade controls

and customs requirements as well as the
laws that apply to boycotts and other
restrictions on our trade with certain
countries, organizations, and individuals.
We follow the rules and regulations on
trade compliance associated with the
countries in which we do business.

Use of Third Parties
Our Business Partners, including suppliers
and vendors, are our trusted partners.
We treat all of our Business Partners
responsibly, ethically, and respectfully.
We award business based on PTC’s best
interests and encourage diversity amongst
our supplier base.

• Only award business and select suppliers
based on PTC’s business needs.
• Never accept special favors or treatment
from suppliers, other business partners,
or anyone who wants to do business with
the Company.

Ѭ )TSTYXMFWJHTSܪIJSYNFQXZUUQNJWUWNHJX
In interacting with our Business Partners,
terms, or similar sensitive information
\JMTSTWFQQHTSܪIJSYNFQNY^FLWJJRJSYXFSI
with competitors.
strive to meet our contractual obligations.
We support competitive business practices • Always protect the proprietary and
personal data of our suppliers and
and make decisions objectively without
business partners, and ensure our
WJLFWIYTUJWXTSFQTWܪSFSHNFQLFNSTW
suppliers and business partners
personal relationships.
protect PTC’s proprietary information.
• Always follow Company policy and
procurement procedures when selecting
and working with our suppliers and
business partners.
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Political Activity / Lobbying
PTC respects the right of employees and agents to participate in personal
political activities such as providing contributions to causes and
organizations they support. Such activities may include civic projects,
XZUUTWYNSLHFSINIFYJXKTWJQJHYN[JTKܪHJUFWYNHNUFYNTSNSUZGQNHNXXZJ
campaigns and making personal political contributions.
Personal Political Contributions

Company Political Contributions

• Always make it clear that your personal
views and actions are your own and not
those of PTC.

• Political contributions may not be
provided to a candidate, political party
organization, political committee, or
political organization in return for an
implied or promised purpose.

• Never use PTC resources such as funds,
time, or facilities to support your
personal political activities without
proper authorization.
• Never suggest or imply that you are
representing the Company from a
political standpoint.
If you have questions or concerns
about whether your activities could be
misinterpreted as those of PTC or want to
know if you can participate in a political
activity, contact the Government
Affairs department.

“If you are
not sure whether
your activities would
be considered
lobbying activities,
contact Government
Affairs for
guidance.”

• When corporate contributions are made,
YMJ^\NQQGJWJܫJHYN[JTK59(ѣXHTWUTWFYJ
interests and not those of any
individual employee, agent,
TWTKܪHJWTKYMJ(TRUFS^
• All political contributions must comply
with all applicable laws, disclosure
requirements, and PTC’s internal policies.

Lobbying Activities
PTC employees or agents may not engage
in any lobbying activities on behalf of PTC
without prior approval and coordination
with the Government Affairs department.
If you are not sure whether your activities
would be considered lobbying activities,
please consult PTC’s Political Contributions
and Lobbying Policy or consult the
Government Affairs department. Certain
FHYN[NYNJXRF^YWNLLJWQJLFQTWܪSFSHNFQ
requirements. PTC complies with all
applicable local, state, federal, and
international reporting and
disclosure requirements.
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Our Commitment to Communities
Health, Safety and Environment
PTC is committed to providing a safe and
healthy workplace. Situations that may
pose a health or safety hazard must be
reported immediately. We can only achieve
our goal of a safe and healthy workplace
through the proactive participation and
support of everyone.
We must all be aware of the impact on the
environment and do our part by reducing
resource consumption, waste generation,
and environmental pollution.

“We care about the
world we live in and
have a stead-fast
commitment to
maintaining the
environment.”

To meet our goal of being a good citizen,
here are just a few of the many things
we do:
• Comply with all environmental laws that
apply to PTC wherever we are located
• Take responsibility for maintaining an
incident-free workplace and report any
concerns to management
• Conserve resources such as
water and paper
• Act responsibly by disposing of waste
and handling and storing chemicals and
other hazardous materials safely and in
an environmentally sustainable manner
To learn more about our sustainability
efforts, vist the Annual Report ESG section.
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